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Fig. 2. Example of sorting objects by the ATNN according to the similarity to the given input sample [5.4, 2.8, 3.6, 1.3] to 
15 Iris samples from ML Repository. The temporal value neurons representing features of four attributes are stimulated
laterally by the previously activated value neurons as marked by blue arrows. The sorted training samples are
represented by temporal object neurons in the last row which compute their activation times using an Euclidean distance of 
activation times of the stimulating value neurons as presented on a sample object neuron activated in time 0.12. 
Each neuron presents the value or ID in the upper part, the activation time in the middle, and the number of its activations
in the bottom part of its circle. The presented activation times of object neurons reflect the similarity of the input sample to
all training samples from this dataset. The similarities expressed by the activation times produced the following sequence of
training samples: P:6, P:10, P:8, P:12, P:7, P:9, P:15, P:14, P:11, P:13, P:2, P:4, P:1, P:3, and P:5.

Fig. 3. Example of recognition (for k = 1) of the most similar object (here P:6) to the presented inputs [5.6, 3.0, 4.1, 1.3] 
made by the ATNN network created for the training data consisting of 15 Iris samples from ML Repository.
The temporal value neurons for each attribute separately are presented in the four top rows. In the fifth row, there are
temporal object neurons defined by the appropriate combinations of temporal value neurons (representing training samples).
The sixth row consists of temporal class neurons. The temporal STOP neuron in the last row stops the simulation when
the most similar object is found. Neurons painted in red symbolized the activated neurons at different times.
Only activated neurons stimulate other connected neurons which do not always achieve activations (neurons in green).
White colored neurons do not take part in the presented recognition process, which saves time in comparison to
the KNN classification process, where all training samples take part in the classification process.

Fig. 1. Stimulation schema of temporal processes in the described neural network. The temporal
process is started by the input stimulation of value vk that is sensed by the receptors representing 
the closest values with the different strengths (1) that influence charging periods (2) of connected
temporal value neurons which start stimulation (3) of connected neighboring temporal value neurons
(through lateral connections) and temporal object neurons when activated. Activated temporal
object neurons subsequently activate temporal class neurons, and finally, the temporal stop neuron.

Biological brains code various stimuli using time.
All neural processes running in brains run in time.

Brain responses are determined by the earliest activated neurons
that first charge and mostly influence other connected neurons.

We show how these processes can be implemented in associative temporal neural networks
and how they can be used for recognition, clustering, classification, and sorting of input data.
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The strongest associated and connected neurons to the given input data are activated at first,
so the neurons representing recognized objects, clusters, and classes are also activated at first.

We use special kinds of neurons and receptors:
Recognition of the most similar objects and their sorting

according to their similarities can be done using
the activation time of the neurons representing objects:

Classification based on the first activated representatives:

Temporal neural processes in ATNNs can be also computationally efficient:
Table 2. Comparisons of the recognition speed of the classic and ATNN approaches.Table 1. Comparisons of the sorting speed of the classic and ATNN sorting routines.

ATNN network
based on

AGDS structure

Different sensitivenesses of receptors:

Different charging periods of neurons:

Stimulation time of neurons:

Different charging periods of lateral
neurons representing numbers:

Connected associative temporal neurons can compute the Euclidean distance based on different activation times:

If different activation times can represent different distances, different similarities, and different associations
to the input data, then activations of neurons can inform us about the most similar objects, clusters or classes

if only neurons are appropriately connected and their weights adequately established.
We use an associative graph data structure (AGDS) to create an ATNN structure and for computing its weights:
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